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In this paper we consider an extension of the natural topology on 2” 
defined by Abian in [l] to the natural topology on A*, where A is any set 
and B is any well-ordered set. 
We will show that the natural topology on 2U is precisely the product 
topology on w copies of the space of two points with the discrete topology. 
This space is known to be the Cantor set and the properties shown by Abian 
follow (directly) from this observation. However, many of the theorems 
proved for 2w can be extended to A*. 
Here, the topologies are not product topologies, even when the cardinality 
of A is finite and B countable. The significance of the natural topology is 
apparent only in this more general setting. 
If 6 is any ordinal, B = fl will mean B is a well-ordered set whose ordinal 
is /3. Thus the set of all infinite sequences on two symbols is denoted by 2w. 
Two elements x and y of A* are equal if and only if for each (Y E B, x, = y. . 
For each x E A* and a: E B we define 
x(a) = {y E A* I yp = q for all fi E B, j3 < a}. 
The natural topology on 2w as defined in [l] has a base consisting of all sets 
of the form x(n), where x E 2” and n E w. We extend this definition by defining 
the natural topology &” on A* to be the topology generated by the base 
consisting of all sets of the form X(CX) where x E AB and 01 E B. We will denote 
the space A* with the natural topology by (AB, JV). If B has a largest element 
then (A*, N) is the discrete topology, if A is null, AB is null and if A = {a}, 
A* = {(u, a, a ,..., a ,... )}, so we will assume A has at least two elements. 
Suppose A has the discrete topology and let 7 be the product topology on 
AB. For each LY E B, the projection P, from AB to A is defined by P,(x) = xa. 
If U is an open set in A and x E P;l[UJ then x E x(a) C %‘[UJ; so P, is 
--- 
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continuous for each a E B. And since T is the smallest topology on Aa such 
that each projection is continuous, (AB, T) < (AB, M). 
If B is a finite set then T and JV are both the discrete topology on AB. 
If B = W, then x(rz) = nr-,, P,‘({x,}) is open in (AB, 7) so 
(AB, T) 2 CAB, 4. 
However, if w C B, w # B then there is an (I E B such that o! $ w and x(a) 
is not open in T for any x E AB. Therefore (AB, T) = (AB, .N) if and only 
if BC W. 
If A = (0, 1) and B = w, then (AB, N) is just the Cantor set, 2w (see 121, 
p. 165) and the results in [ I] are simple consequences of well-known properties 
of the Cantor set. However, some of these results are also true for (AB, -4”) 
regardless of the cardinality of A or the order type of B. 
LEMMA 1. For any two sets x(a), y(p) in the base, their intersection is either 
empty or is equal to one of them. 
PROOF. We can assume that a < /3 and suppose x(a) n y(B) # 4. Then 
there is a z E y(p) such that z E x(a). But since all of the elements in y(p) have 
their first /3 coordinates equal, y(p) C x(a). 
As a corollary we notice that if x(a) n y(a) # $ then x(a) = y(a) so for 
each a E B, the relation R, defined by xR, y G x(a) = y(a) is an equivalence 
relation on AB. 
THEOREM 1. (AB, N) is a normal space. 
PROOF. Let F and II be closed, disjoint subsets of AB. For each 
x E F there is an OL= EB such that x(az) n H =- 4 and for each y E H 
there is an ay E B such that y(av) n F = 4. F C u{x(az) 1 x E F} ::= (J’ and 
H C U{y(a,) 1 y E H} = I’. Both U and I’ are open. If x(a.J C U and 
y(aJ C I’, then x $y(av) and y $ x(a,), so x(x2) n y(aJ = 4. Therefore 
l.’ n C’ Q. 
LEMMA 2. For each x E AB and for each a E B, x(a) is both open and 
closed. 
PROOF. Let y E AB such that y 4 x(a). Then there is some /3 E B such 
that /3 < a and xa #ye . y(p) is an open set containing y and y(F) n x(a) = Q 
so x(a) is closed. Certainly x(a) is open. 
THEOREM 2. (AB, JCT) is a regular, T,-space. 
PROOF. If x, y E AB and x # y, then there is some /3 E B such that xp # ya . 
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Thus Y 4 x(P) and x 6 y(B) so (AB, -4 is a Tt-space. If F is a closed subset 
of AB and x $ F, there is a base element x(a) for some a E B such that 
x(a) n F = 4. 
Since x(a) is closed, AB - x(a) is open, contains F and is disjoint from x(a). 
In [l] it is shown that (2~, J’) is compact, perfect, and totally disconnected. 
With no restrictions on A or B, we have 
THEOREM 3. (AB, JV) is totally disconnected. 
PROOF. If x # y then there is an a E B such that y +! x(a). Since x(a) is 
both open and closed, the largest connected set containing x is {x} and 
(AB, JCT) is totally disconnected. 
An element x of AR is a limit point of a subset F C A* if for every a E B 
there are infinitely many elements of F in x(a). 
THEOREM 4. (A*, .N) U perfect if and only if B U a limit ordinal. 
PROOF. As noted before, if B has a largest element, (AB, N) is discrete 
and thus no element of AB is a limit point. Let B be a limit ordinal. If x E AB 
and x is not a limit point of x(0) then there is an a E B such that 
x(a) = X(0) n x(a) 
is finite. For each y ox there is a p, E B such that y $x(/3& If y = 
mar p,, / y E x(a)] then x((y) = {x}. But since y -L 1 E B, the element z 
defined by a, = x, , a < y, and z,,+t E A - (x,+t) is in x(y) and z # x. 
This is a contradiction, so x is a limit point of x(0) and AB is perfect. 
THEOREM 5. (AB, JV) is compact if and only ly A is jinite and B C w. 
PROOF. If A is finite and B C w, then A with the discrete topology is 
compact and so is (AR, ~4’) = (AB, T). If A is not finite, the family 
‘3 = {x(O) 1 x E AB} 
is an open cover of AB which has no finite subcover. 
If B 3 w, then there is an LYE B such that a 6 w. The family 
3’ = {x(a) ( x E AB> 
is an open cover of AB which contains no finite subcover. 
THEOREM 6. (AB, N) is separable if and only ;f A is countable and B C w. 
PROOF. If A is countable and B C w, then A is separable so the product 
topology on AB is separable. But (AB, M) is the product topology when 
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B C w. If A is uncountable, then there are an uncountable number of 
disjoint open sets of the form x(O) for x E AB whose union is AB and thus 
.4B is not separable. If B r) w then there is an a E B such that a $ W. There 
are an uncountable number of disjoint open sets of the form x(a), x E .4B 
whose union is AB so (AB, N) is not separable. 
THEOREM 7. If B is countable, (AB, M) is metrizable. 
PROOF. For each a E B let G?- = {x(a) 1 x E AB}. Then aC, is a locally 
discrete family, i.e., each point of the space has a neighborhood which 
intersects at most one set in &. Then .58 = u{Ul, i a E B} is a countable 
union of locally discrete families and since every element of the base is in 
one of the aC,‘s, a is a o-locally discrete base. By Theorem 2, (AB, Jr/-) is a 
regular, T,-space so by the Nagata-Smirnov theorem (see [2], p. 127) (AB, N) 
is metrizable. 
The question arises as to when (AB, JV) and (AC, N) are homeomorphic. 
At first glance it might seem that if B # C then (AB, JV) and (AC, JCT) are 
not homeomorphic since each x E AB has a neighborhood base which is a 
chain of length B and each x E AC has a neighborhood base which is a chain 
of length C. For example if B = 2~ and C = w then 
is a neighborhood base which is a chain for each x E AB while x(O) 3 X( 1) 3 ... 
is a neighborhood base which is a chain for each x E AC. 
However the open intervals [-(l/n), (l/n)], n = 1, 2,... form a neighbor- 
hood base for 0 in the usual topology for the reals which is a chain of length 
w and the open intervals of the form [-(l/2”) - (l/m(n)), (l/2”) $ (l/m 
(n))], n = 1, 2, 3 ,...; m(n) = 2”, 2* + 1,2” + 2 ,... are a neighborhood base 
for 0 in the usual topology for the reals which is a chain of length w . w. 
By Theorem 6, if A is countable, (AU, N) is not homeomorphic to (AL, N) 
since one is separable and the other is not. Sometimes, though, (AB, JV) is 
homeomorphic to (AC, Jlr) and B # C. 
LEMMA 3. If (A(“-l)W, 9) k a discrete space (i.e., 9 is the discrete topology 
on A(+‘),), then (Anw, N) is homeomorphk to the product topology on 
(A’“-l)~, 9) x (AU, J’-) 
for n = 2, 3,.... 
PROOF. An element of A(+l)u x Au is of the form 
(x, y) = ((X11’ x; ,..., xc, x; ,..., x;, x2” ,..., . . . . q-19 q-l ,... 1, (VI ,Yz 9 .-*N. 
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Define a mapping f from P-iJw x Au to Anw by 
f[(x, y)] = (x11, 2; ,..., x;, 1c; )..., x;, .vz” )..., . . . . cc-l, x;-I,..., y1 , yz ),.. ). 
Certainly f is a one-to-one function from A(n-l)w x Au onto Anw. Let z(a) 
be a basic open set in ATlu where z = f(x, y). If a E (rr - 1)~ then 
f  -‘[z(a)] = x(a) x Au 
and if a $ (n - 1)~ then OL = (n - 1)~ + m for some m = 0, I,..., so 
f  -‘[z(a)] = {x} x y(m). In either case f  -‘[z(a)] is open in the product 
topology on (A(+ljw, 9) x (Au, N). A basic open set in 
(A(“-ljW, 9) x (Au, M) 
is of the form c’ = {x} x y(m) and f[Ul = z((n - 1)~ 7 m) where 
z = f(x, y). Therefore, f  is a homeomorphism. 
Since the cardinality of AL is equal to the cardinality of Ajw for 
h = 1, 2 ,...; j = 1, 2 ,..., (ALU, 9) is homeomorphic to (Ajw, 9). Thus we 
have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 8. (Anw, JV) is homeomwphic to (Amw, Jr/-) for all n = 2, 3 ,...,; 
m = 2, 3,.... 
PROOF. (AnW, N) is homeomorphic to the product topology on 
(A(“+, 9) x (Au, J’-) 
which is homeomorphic to the product topology on (A(m-l)w, 9) x (Au, .N) 
which is homeomorphic to (A-, JV). 
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